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1 Motivation

The present abstract reports on the state-of-the-art of thelogic for contractsCL, which we
have been developing over the last few years. These researchefforts have spread over several
papers [7, 6, 3, 5], which we summarize here. We present also some current work. The main
motivation for our work is to have a logic which expresses, atan abstract level, complex
behavior (of concurrent programs, of communicating intelligent agents, of web services, or
of legal contracts; just to name a few possible concretizations of the behaviors we think of).
The purpose of this logic is, not only, to formalize such behaviors, but mainly to reason about
their formalizations. Therefore we seek a decidable logic,so to have hopes for automation;
i.e., to do automated model checking and run-time monitoring.

Legal contracts talk about behavior which encompasses all the other behaviors that we
mentioned before. Therefore, a formalism for reasoning about legal contracts offers the
opportunity to reason about the other behaviors too, by instantiation (and possibly small
changes). We have developed a logic (which we callCL) designed to represent and reason
about contracts (being that software contracts, web services, interfaces, or communication
protocols).CL combines deontic logic (i.e., the logic of legal contracts)[8] with proposi-
tional dynamic logic (PDL, the logic of actions) [2].CL applies the deontic and dynamic
modalitiesexclusivelyover actions.

Moreover,CL extends the (regular) actions that PDL talks about, with a concurrency
operator to model the notion of actions “done at the same time”. We adopt the synchrony
model of concurrency of Milner’s SCCS calculus [4]. Synchrony is easy to integrate with
the regular operations on actions: choice, sequence, and repetition. To be more precise, the
synchrony modeltakes the assumption that time is discrete and that basic actions are in-
stantaneous. Moreover, at each time step each and all the concurrent components perform
instantaneously a single action (no idling being permittedunless explicitly stated); i.e. the
system is consideredeagerandactive. This is opposed to the standardasynchronywhere
two concurrent systems proceed at indeterminate relative speeds (i.e. their actions may have
different non-correlated durations).

CL combines the expressive power of PDL (which subsumes Hoare logic for talking
about sequential programs) with a natural notion of concurrent actions. On top,CL incorpo-
rates the expressive deontic modalitiesobligation, permission, andprohibitionapplied over
actions. The actions ofCL are abstract entities which can be instantiated to, e.g., communi-
cation primitives, assignments, or tests.
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C := φ | OC(α) | P (α) | FC(α) | C → C | [β]C | ⊥
α := a | 0 | 1 | α×α | α · α | α + α

β := a | 0 | 1 | β×β | β · β | β + β | β∗ | ϕ?
ϕ? := φ | 0 | 1 | ϕ? ∨ ϕ? | ϕ? ∧ ϕ? | ¬ϕ?

Table 1.Syntax of the contract languageCL.

2 Results

The syntax ofCL is defined by the grammar in Table 1. We call a formulaC acontract clause
(or plainlycontract). A contract is built up from propositional constantsφ, obligationsOC(α)
of actionsα, permissionsP (α), and prohibitionsFC(α) (i.e., thedeontic modalitiesapplied
over actionsα). CL includes directly in the definition of the obligation and prohibition the
reparationsC in case of violations (i.e., wheneverα is not performed, in the case of an
obligation). Contracts are combined using the standard Boolean operators→ and⊥ from
which all other can be derived. Moreover, contracts may be prefixed by the dynamic logic
modality[β]C which is read as: “after performing actionβ then the contractC must hold.

The deontic actionsα are constructed from a finite set of basic actionsAB using the
operations ofsynchrony×, sequence·, andchoice+. The dynamic actions have the extra
operations ofKleene star∗ andtestsϕ?. Tests are constructed with the Boolean operators
from the propositional constantsφ. Therefore, we do not have the full power of PDL but
only that ofpoor testsPDL.

The formulas of the logic are given a model theoretic semantics in terms of (what we
call) normative structures.

Definition 1. A normative structureKN = (W , ρ,V , ̺) is a deterministic Kripke structure
with a marking function̺ : W → 2Ψ which marks each state with one or several markers
from Ψ = {◦a, •a | a ∈ AB}. The marking function and the markers are needed to identify
obligatory (i.e.◦) and prohibited (i.e.•) actions. The labels of the normative structure are
subsets of basic actionsAB . Therefore, we compare them using set inclusion (and call one
label bigger than another).

We give below the definition of satisfaction of formulaC w.r.t. a pointed normative struc-
tureKN , i, writtenKN , i |= C. The semantics forOC has basically two parts. The first part
(lines one to four) gives the interpretation of the obligation. Line one says, using the simula-
tion relation Si , how to walk on the normative structure depending on the treeinterpretation
I(α) of the action. The precise definitions of these concepts are out of the scope of this pa-
per. Lines two and three say how the states must be marked with◦. The second part of the
semantics is the last line which handles our notion of reparation in case of violations of obli-
gations. The negation of an actionα encodes all possible ways of violatingO(α). Thus, at
the end of each of these the reparation must be enforced.
1 KN , i |= OC(α) iff I(α) Si KN , and

2 ∀t
γ

−→t′ ∈ I(α), ∀s
γ′

−→s′ ∈ KN s.t.tS s ∧ γ ⊆ γ′ then
3 ∀a ∈ γ, ◦a ∈ ̺(s′), and

4 ∀s
γ′

−→s′ ∈ K
I(α),i
rem , ∀a ∈ γ′ then◦a 6∈ ̺(s′), and

5 KN , s |= C ∀s ∈ N with tSs s ∧ t ∈ leaves(I(α)).
TheCL logic enjoys the properties given in Proposition 1 (which make the starting point

for the axiomatization that we are currently working on) andavoids some common contra-
dictions, whereα #C α′ means that the two actions are conflicting.



Proposition 1 (validities).The following statements hold:

|= ¬OC(0) (1)

|= OC(1) (2)

|= P (α) → ¬FC(α) (3)

|= OC(α) → P (α) (4)

if α = α
′ then |= OC(α) ↔ OC(α′) (5)

|= OC(α) → ¬FC(α) (6)

|= OC(α) ∧ OC(α′) → OC(α×α
′) (7)

|= OC(α · α′) ↔ OC(α) ∧ [[α]]OC(α′) (8)

|= FC(α) → FC(α×α
′) (9)

|= FC(α + α
′) ↔ FC(α) ∧ FC(α′) (10)

|= FC(α · α′) ↔ FC(α) ∨ 〈〈α〉〉FC(α′) (11)

|= P (α + α
′) ↔ P (α) ∧ P (α′) (12)

|= P (α · α′) ↔ P (α) ∧ [α]P (α′) (13)

The following point outconflictsthat are avoided inCL:
|= ¬(OC(α) ∧ FC(α)) (14)

|= ¬(P (α) ∧ FC(α)) (15)

if α #C α
′ then |= ¬(OC(α) ∧ OC(α′)) (16)

Theorem 1 (tree model property).Given a contractC and a pointed normative structure
KN , i then we can construct an associated tree structureTKN, ε s.t.

TKN , ε |= C iff KN , i |= C.

We show thatCL is decidableby showing that it has thefinite model property. Note first
that it is rather hard to use the filtration technique in our case because we do not know what
are subformulas of an obligation of a complex action likeOC(a·(b+c)). We use theselection
technique for proving the finite model property [1, sec.2.3].

Theorem 2 (finite model property). For a formulaC of depthk, if TKN , ε |= C thenC
holds inTKN , ε restricted to paths of maximum depthk (i.e. where all nodes of depth> k

are removed). Hence, if a formula has a model then it has a finite model.

Thedepthis calculated asd(C) ∗ max(l(α) | ∀α ∈ C), which multiplies thenesting de-
greeof a formulad(C) (which counts the number of nesting ofO or F inside the reparations;
e.g.d(OF (α)(β)) = 2) with the maximal length of the actions that appear in the formula.

Current work. We are now working on a Hilbert-style axiomatization forCL. This
opens the way for a proof system forCL which would complement the model checking and
the run-time monitoring that we have.
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